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SEASONAL GREETINGS TO YOU ALL
THE ROLE OF POSTAL CARDS IN SUPPORTING ARTISTRY (PART 1) ARNOLD OTTONIN AND ULRICH FEHLMANN
Translation by Albrik Wiederkehr
Thia article was first published in two parts (the first in German and the second in French) in the Swiss Postal
Stationery Collectors Society's journal “Ganzachensammler”. We are grateful to the Editor, the authors and
the translator of the article for permitting and enabling it to be published in our Newsletter.

Fig. 1 Aquarelle sketched in pencil: Iris (on PC of 1902)

The number of Swiss postal cards mailed increased tenfold from 1880 to 1914. Through this new medium
people living at that time could fully express their desire to communicate thanks (the phone was yet hardly
born and very expensive). They could not only forward a written message at low cost, but also illustrate their
message with a picture. This explains the equally rapid growth in sales of picture postcards during the two
decades preceding the First World War.
Also advertising slogans (posters and advertisements) did not get by without a picture. Nowadays – in our
digital age – pictures are still equally important, although the modern pictograms, diagrams and graphs
appear really sober as opposed to the pictures of the “good old times”. Unfortunately, the digital photos and
selfie mania has brought us a glut of pictures
To mail a postal card cost only half as much as an envelope over many decades. The price for a picture
postcard was fairly high, but the postage was the same as for a postal card. This may have been a reason for
many postal card writers, between 1880 and 1950, drawing pictures on them and mailing them as small
works of art. Illustrations were already known on the first Swiss postal card of 1870; such cards, produced
between 1895 and 1920 were especially frequent and slick.
We shall see that not only known artists painted their postal cards, but many amateur artists mastered
drawing, China ink, watercolour, painting, spray-painting, pasting, scratching, and other techniques.
Painted postal cards are always one of a kind. To assemble a collection of such documents is not an easy task
– they are difficult to find and not cheap.
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Applied techniques
Aquarelle
Watercolours consist of fine pigments and water-soluble binding agents. They are mixed with water and
applied to the paper with a brush. Colour shades can emerge from successively applying different layers. The
colours are translucent and show through the background, in contrast to gouache colours, which are also
dissolved with water. Aquarelles and water coloured drawings are frequently found on postal cards. (Fig. 1)

Fig. 2: Gouache, China ink, aquarelle, opaque white: rural scene with umbrella (on PC of 1932)

Gouache colour
is manufactured with coarse pigments and chalk; they are also water-soluble. Gouache painting may be
translucent or opaque. After drying gouache colours show a matt, velvety surface. (Fig. 2)
Ink and China ink
Colourant dissolved in water results in black or coloured ink, which is applied with pen (also fountain pen) or
brush. China ink is ink with strong colouring, mostly containing binding agents and covering the surface.

Fig. 3: China ink drawing, sketched by pencil: Alpine lodge in the mountains (on PC of 1931)

Colour pencils
have a lacquered wooden coat around a colour lead. The latter is a pressed mixture of pigments, wax and
binding agents. The colours can be easily applied, including by laymen, in streaks and dense surfaces.
Variability in drawings made by colour pencil can be achieved by increasing pressure when applying and
through the diversity of using up to 132 colours.
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Fig. 4: Drawing in China ink and colour pencil: “English” tourist in Mürren (on PC of 1916)

Lead pencils
are constructed like colour pencils. Their lead is composed of graphite (without lead) mixed with clay and
produces grey lines or surfaces on paper. These allow erasing. Pencil drawings are technically easy to produce
and lend themselves ideally for sketches or drafts.

Fig. 5: Pencil drawing: Fir tree (on address side of a PC from 1908)

Glued pictures, collages
Picture messages produced by gluing or otherwise attaching various materials to a postal card. Actually, the
attaching of extraneous material to postal cards was forbidden as the postal authorities wanted to prevent
the sending of merchandise samples this way to decrease postal charges. Despite this, postal cards with
glued pictures, cut-outs, drawings and even complex collages were often delivered without objection or
additional charges.

Fig. 6: Collage: glued dried flowers, leaves and branches, paper butterflies and rose (on PC of 1900)

Relief cards
When applying a shallow cut-off on a paper surface by knife or razor blade the material is lifted. Additional
cuts by an experienced artist will sprout a three-dimensional relief, whose surface can further be treated
with colours.
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Fig. 7: Paper relief produced by knife cuts, coloured with pencils: Flowers and greeting message (on PC of 1905).

Heliograph
A procedure whereby pictures from photographic plates are projected on treated paper and there
reproduced in blue colour.

Fig. 8: Heliograph: Scene with soldiers (on PC of 1898)

Spraying techniques
Spraying on paper with a brush soaked with China ink or ink. The area covered by a previously fixed object, a
blossom, a leaf, etc. is spared. The object used for reproduction is then removed.

Fig. 9: Spraying of coloured ink on various leaves (on PC of 1900)

Combined techniques
On many cards one can find different techniques by which artists have created striking pictures. Many
pictures are sketched by pencil and the pencil dashes subsequently erased or left as outline. China ink
drawings are often enhanced by water colour or colour pencils (ref. figs. 2 and 10).
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Fig. 10: Water coloured pencil- and pen-drawing: Market scene (on PC of 1900, unused)

Other techniques are known: Pictures in oil- or pastel-colours, ruddle drawings (use of red ochre), poker
work (burned-in picture applied by a glowing needle), etc. Painted cards need to be differentiated from
postal cards with additional printing, which look “picture-perfect” (Fig. 11).

Fig. 11: Pen drawing as additional printing: Falling horsemen (on PC of 1900)

At the beginning of the 20th century the picture card industry in each country was producing thousands of
different pictures on their cards. They also had postal cards painted by artists and sold them to customers,
who were less skilled painters. One frequently comes across the UPU postal cards of 1900 enhanced with
painted “adornments” of the indicium (Fig. 12), which probably belongs to ordered works of art as well as
the heliographs (Fig. 8) referred to above. (Part 2 of this article will appear in a future Newsletter)

Fig. 12 A UPU postal card of 1900 with an enhanced indicium.

THE LATEST CHARITY ISSUES - This year's two self-adhesive Pro Juventute stamps, designed by Theresia
Nuber of Zurich, feature the 30 th Anniversary of the United Nations' Convention on the Rights of the Child
which came into force in 1989. “Giving children a voice” is the common thread running through both the CHF
0.85 + 0.40 and CHF 1.00 + 50 stamps. They are available singly, in sheets of 10 or as a booklet containing 6
of each design (CHF 16.50). Those of you who have a soft spot for the many pictorial postcards produced by
the Pro Infirmis organisation will be pleased to hear that the PTT are celebrating their centenary with a
special stamp with surcharge to be issued on 5th March 2020.
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A MESSAGE FROM THE CHAIRMAN
Following last month’s announcement of the 2020 national meeting which is to be held at The George Hotel in
Huntingdon, why not make a booking NOW before getting completely pre-occupied with the seasonal festivities?!
One other point: your committee have put in a LOT of work in arranging this ever-popular event. It would help us
tremendously if you could let me know as soon as possible that you plan to be there. A phone call, email or even
a good old letter even with a stamp – even postage due! – will be acceptable.
Meanwhile this is my personal wish to all our members for a peaceful and joyful Christmas and a Happy New
Year.
‘SWISS POSTBUSES’ (2nd edition) by the Swiss Railway Society – A REVIEW

DAVID HOPE

In the August Newsletter 2016 I wrote a review of the first edition of this book recommending it for anyone collecting this theme. Now the second edition has
been published with much new material and in A4 format expanding it from 108
to 206 pages. The text follows the format of the first edition but the appendices
have been increased. The bulk of the chapters, as before, deal with the nine
Postbus regions along with Postbuses in Liechtenstein and France. However this
edition has been considerably enhanced by the increased number of photos of
postbuses in the text with many showing the buses operating in the 1920s and
1930s. A very useful addition for example is Appendix 1 which covers the ‘Trials
and early use of the pioneering motor buses of 1906’. This from a first hand
account. Appendices 3 to 6 list the suppliers of postbuses over different periods,
while Appendix 7 illustrates the variety of tickets that have been used on
postbuses over the years. Once again this is an excellent book and highly recommended for collectors of this
theme.
A WELCOME GIFT FOR THE SOCIETY'S LIBRARY

BOB MEDLAND

At the recent Southern group meeting in Salisbury, Werner Gattiker explained that he had been invited to review
the collection of former HPS member Tony Shaw who, sadly, passed away last year. Tony’s special area of interest
was Canton Graubünden (Grisons) and his son and daughter have very kindly donated two very fine books to the
society’s library in his memory. Written by Joos Gartmann these comprise two companion volumes, “Das Postauto
in Graubünden” and “Die Pferdepost in Graubünden”. The first is a detailed history of postbuses in the canton, the
other about postal deliveries by horse – including horse-drawn sleighs. Both are packed with photos taken over
the 120 years or so and the ‘Postauto’ volume includes a superb, folding diagram showing the evolution of Swiss
post buses. The books are beautifully presented, a pleasure to look through and make a fine addition to the
library. If you would like to borrow one or both of the volumes, please let me know. But you may have to wait for a
short while as ‘die Pferdepost’ is already out on loan! The photo in the report on the Southern Group meeting
(Page 131) shows Werner presenting the books to the Society.
Bob Medland, Librarian. Email: librarian@swiss-stamps.co.uk or tel: 01761 452959
FUTURE MEETINGS OF THE SOCIETY
The Annual National Meeting 2020 will be held at the George Hotel in Huntingdon on 24 th - 26th April 2020.
More information will follow in the January Newsletter.
The Southern Group's next meeting will be on Saturday 7th March 2020 commencing at 10.00 for 10.30am
and finishing at approximately 4.00pm at Harnham Scout Hall, Lower Street, Salisbury SP2 8HB (on the south
west side of the city off Harnham Road). Refreshments will be available, including lunch at a local hostelry.
The main theme of the meeting will be announced shortly. Members attending should bring along items
from their collection for display. Displays on other themes will be welcome and shown if time permits. Future
meetings in 2020 are scheduled for Saturday 6th June and Saturday 10th October. Further information from
Werner Gattiker: Tel. 01273 842 135 or werner@swisstamps.co.uk
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RICHARD DONITHORN

Despite a late change in the date and venue of the autumn meeting of
our Southern Region Group ten old friends brought a tremendous variety
of Airmail material to richly entertain us in the “Scout Hut” in Salisbury.
Twelve members also sent their apologies, hoping to attend future
meetings. The venue proved to be very cosy and easily accessible. A three
minute walk to the local hostelry on the riverside provided the ideal
luncheon break.
Werner Gattiker organised and Bob Medland chaired the event. They
reported on letters of thanks the Society had received from the families
of two of our members who had recently passed away: Tony Shaw and Norman Thompson. The picture shows Bob
Medland with Werner Gattiker and the books on the Mail in Graubunden gifted by Tony's family to the Society's
Library. Eight members gave presentations. Summary descriptions of some of their most intriguing items are set
out below:
Derrick Slate
The International Aviation Meeting held at Geneva's Cointrin Airport on Sunday 21 st May & Monday 1st June 1925.

Fig. i Special Souvenir Postcard issued for the meeting. Picture on reverse features a Military Bi-plane used for a demonstration flight ?

Two different triangular Souvenir Vignettes, designed by Henri Medacy, were issued to be attached to the covers
and cards flown during this event. The main text on all of them was: MEETING INTERNATIONAL SERVICE AERIEN . They
were produced in sheets of twenty in se-tenant format.
The 30c vignette (blue with red centre) was used for a special flight to Paris on 2nd June - little is known other
than the flight took place. Two versions were issued: one inscribed at the base "Suisse-France" (3,436 sold), the
other inscribed "Suisse-Europe Central” (3,495 sold).

Left Fig. ii Card used on Zürich to Geneva flight. Cancelled cds in Zürich (Flugpost) 1.VI.25 -12h and in Geneva (Poste Aerienne Suisse)
31.V.25 -16h. 20c and 25c airmail stamps. 2 x oblong official cancel for the event. 2 Official triangular souvenir labels/vignettes - 30c Blue
with red centre and 50c Blue with green centre - both “hand-cancelled “ with a red rose cancel.
Right Fig. iii Card used on Geneva – Zürich – Munich scheduled flight. Cancelled cds in Geneva (Poste Aerienne Suisse) 31.V.25 -18h. and
Weilheim 3.VI.25 -8h. 20c and 25c Tell definitive stamp. Blue airmail label. Oblong official cancel for the event. Official triangular
souvenir label/vignette - 50c Blue with green centre - “hand-cancelled “ with a red rose cancel.
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The 50c vignette (blue with green centre) was used for mail to go on Scheduled lnternational flights: GENEVA ZÜRICH & GENEVA – ZÜRICH - MUNICH. Two versions were issued: one inscribed at the base "Suisse-France"
(4,798 sold) the other inscribed "Suisse-Europe Central" (4,704 sold).
5,000 of each of the 4 Vignette types were printed. Those with "Suisse-France" text were printed on white paper
and those with "Suisse-Europe Central" text on coloured paper (but also exist on white paper).
Vignettes with printing errors can be found e.g. double-prints and some with misplaced centres. Perhaps to
further increase collecting interest, sheetlets of the vignettes included 'varieties' with some edges imperforated.

Left: Fig. iv Official triangular souvenir label/vignette - 30c Blue with red centre.
Right: Fig. v Sheet of Official triangular souvenir labels/vignettes - 50c Blue with green centre (reduced in size).

Left: Fig. vi Imperf. version of Black Die Proof on paper sheet ('No. 14 of 29') signed by the artist Henri Medacy.
Right: Fig. vii 50c & 30c black die proofs and change of title: "SUISSE-EUROPE CENTRALE" & "SUISSE-FRANCE" n.b. Both are “cancelled”!

Fig. vi Vignette varieties – 30c se-tenant pairs - Imperf and Imperf and double print; a single 30c with heavily misplaced centre
and a 50c block of 2 se-tenant pairs.
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Other items Derrick showed included:
The NHORA (Navigation Horlogere Aerienne) promotional flights 1927
Three different coloured souvenir cards (violet, red and green) each with an imprinted 35c 'Pilot' airmail stamp.
One posted 30th May 1927 from La Chaux de Fonds to Lausanne with black and violet cancels. Also a NHORA
Special Flight Postcard from La Locle to Geneva on 14 th May 1928 overpaid with 25c imprinted airmail stamp and
red 'Geneva 1928' overprint.
The Philatelic Congress Bern 1929
Souvenir cards featuring an attractive drawing of an early bi-plane and pilot which were produced in 3 different
colours with an imprinted Tell 10c, 20c or 30c stamp. Sold in an envelope, only 1,500 sets were produced.
A Swissair Special Flight
Souvenir cover produced to help Swissair to recover from the financial losses resulting from the destruction of
their DC2 aircraft at Stuttgart Airport by American bombers in 1944. The incident required Swissair to move its
fleet to the Ticino for safety. The funding event raised ¼ M Swiss Francs in three days.
Werner Gattiker
A range of covers taken from his stock – mounted and described in some detail including:

Left Fig. 1: 21st September 1924 Flown Zürich to Wien/Vienna – Express cover posted from Zürich 1 Franked with 40c Helvetia postage
and 80c Helvetia express fee and 25c airmail stamp - total 1fr45. Flown on the Ad Astra Aero/TRUE Zürich to Munich to Vienna service.
Arrival postmark WIEN 1 – FLUGPOST 22.IX.24 –19h and distribution backstamp.
Fig. 2: 19th May 1927 Flown Cairo to Basrah, Iraq - Printed “Palace Hotel Montana Vermala” - envelope from Montana Vermala to Basrah.
Posted on 19.5.27 -17h Geneva Airmail transport cds 29.V.27 -7h but unlikely to be flown from Geneva as no suitable connection
available. Sent by land/sea to Cairo and then flown from Cairo to Basrah. Arrival backstamp BASRAH SOR 26.5.27. This cover is insanely
overfranked with a total of 8 stamps value 12fr65, including a 10fr. Value. Assuming this was a <20g letter, postage of 55c would have
sufficed (30c postage, 25c airmail).

Fig. 3: 5th August 1935 Flown Stuttgart - Rio de Janeiro - Manaos. Registered 14g cover from Wädenswil to Manaos (Amazonia, Brazil)
posted on 5.VIIl.35 -18h backstamped ZÜRICH FLUGPLATZ 6.VIII.35 -7h connecting to the German South Atlantic Flight from Stuttgart to
Rio de Janeiro (red confirmation handstamp on the front). In Rio it was forwarded to Manaos SERVIZIO AERO AMAZONAS (see
backstamp dated 16.VIII.35.). Franked with 2 x 2fr, 1fr and 2 x 35c airmails - total 5fr70 (3 x 1fr70 + 60c registration = 5fr70). Forgot to pay
30c postage though!
Fig. 4: 25th April 1951 - First Direct Flight Zürich - Tokyo by SAS. “Swissair” airmail envelope sent registered by Swissair as test cover
franked with 30c and 70c airmails and 2 x 40c definitives cancelled Zürich 1 LUFTPOST 24.IV.51 -19h. On reverse TOKYO JAPAN 28.4.51.
cds and large brown-red SAS cachet “Tokyo – Stockholm”. Returned to sender and arrived back 19.VI.51. (backstamp). Only 5 covers
were flown on this first flight!
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As usual Eric showed a wide variety of material. In particular, he illustrated early Zeppelin and balloon flights, the
early years of the Bern Flugplatz and souvenir cards/covers related to the 1939 Swiss National Exhibition. Three
items are illustrated below:

Front and reverse of a souvenir card flown by balloon at the Swiss National Exhibition 1939 shows Globi, a well known Swiss cartoon
character, enjoying the view. n.b. Globi was featured on a Swiss stamp in 1997 - Z 913 (right).

Left: Contemporary postcard showing Zeppelin over Romanshorn in 1912 and Right: Reproduction souvenir card for the LUPO 75
Exhibition showing a Zeppelin over the Wierwaldstättersee in 1910.

Mike Sharp
The Visit of the Latecoere 631 Flying Boat to Geneva and its onward flight to Martinique.
Although Aerophilately is not one of Mike's particular interests (excepting Jungfraujoch glider flights), he came
across this card and cover (below) in one of Werner Gattiker's boxes and evidently paid £10 for the pair out of
curiosity. As it turned out, the history of this plane proved fascinating as only 11 were manufactured and built
from 1942. It was not a success. Five were written off. One plane operated by the Luftwaffe on Lake Constance
was destroyed by the RAF on 17 th April 1944. The transatlantic flight commemorated on the card and cover took
16 hours to cover the 5,000 kms. journey. The plane visiting Geneva was operated by Air France and later crashed
in the North Atlantic on 1st August 1948 (Swiss National Day) with the loss of 52 crew and passengers.

Left: Card commemorating the Latocoere 631 Flying Boat F-BDRC operated by Air France arriving on Lake Geneva on 13 th June 1948.
Right: Airmail cover commemorating the Latocoere 631 Flying Boat F-BDRC's first flight to Fort de France, Martinique on 14 th June 1948.
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Liechtenstein and the 1935 Jungfraujöch Glider Competition
From 4th to 18th September an international soaring meeting organised by the Swiss Aero Club was held at the
Jungfraujoch, 3,470 metres above sea level. 16 machines were transported to the Jungfraujoch by train and
lodged in the Sphinx Stollen (ice tunnel). During the period 16th to 18th September, a series of flights took place.
The flight destinations were Thun, Zollbruck, Meiringen, Interlaken, Solothurn and Unterseen. Mail was carried on
each flight in support of the event at a tariff of CHF 1.00.
In addition to mail bearing Swiss postage stamps, a smaller number of letters and postcards were despatched
from Liechtenstein and Austria. The majority from Liechtenstein were posted at Triessenberg which was the post
office normally used for the despatch of much of the country's philatelic mail. A total of 1,463 postcards were sent
from Liechtenstein to be flown on the gliders during the event. Mike's display included one or more postal items
from Liechtenstein flown on each of the recorded flights.
n.b. Full postal details associated with the event, including the number of mail items associated with each glider
flight, may be found in the 'Schweizerisches Luftpost Handbuch' (1992) Section SF-3. See also Mike's article on the
event in the September 2019 edition of the Newsletter.
Only three of the ten covers displayed were cancelled at the Vaduz P.O. Two are shown below.

Left: Card cancelled in Vaduz PO on 7 th September 1935 addressed to Zurich; postal tariff CHF 1.00. Note Liechtenstein Government
cachet. Flown from the Jungfraujöch to Thun, a distance of 36 kms. on 18 th September 1935. Signed by the pilot Felix Binder. Number of
mail items not recorded. This delayed and poorly documented flight from 16 th September was further postponed on 17 th September
was eventually flown on 18th September as evident from the Thun CDS.
Right: Card cancelled in Vaduz PO on 10th September 1935 addressed to Innsbruck, Austria; postal tariff CHF 1.00. Note Liechtenstein
Government cachet ???. Flown from the Jungfraujöch to Solothurn, a distance of 81 kms. on 18 th September 1935. The pilot was Oskar
Baroni. Number of mail items recorded - 950. The flight, originally scheduled for 17 th September, was postponed and was eventually
flown on 18th September. On reverse: part Innsbruck CDS 18.IX.35.
The Society is grateful to Swiss Post for enabling it to reproduce illustrations of their products.

SWISS PHILATELY NEWS
EDITOR
Corinphila Auktionen AG are holding a major auction in Zürich on 6th and 7th December. It will include a sale
of Specialised Swiss and Liechtenstein material and Special Auctions on parts of the Erivan Collection –
'Switzerland' on 7th December and 'Zeppelin' (over 200 Zeppelin-related cards and covers) on 6 th December.
Further details are available on their website – www.corinphila.ch
Corinphila have provided the Society with copies of all their beautiful catalogues produced for this auction.
They have also given us a copy of their Centenary Book on the history of Corinphila – 300 richly-illustrated
pages (in English) by the philatelic historian Wolfgang Maassen.
Stanley Gibbons have just produced a new version of their Switzerland and Liechtenstein Catalogue. Unlike
previous versions it is printed independently of their Italy Catalogue which substantially reduces the cost for
Swiss collectors. Werner Gattiker has informed his customers that he has a few copies available for sale.
Adrian Keppel has produced a short, well-illustrated article on Karl Bickel Senior's engraving skills and his
memorial to Peace. You can find it in the December edition of 'Stamp' magazine.
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'STAMP COLLECTOR MAGAZINE' – CALL FOR CONTRIBUTORS
The Editor of this magazine has asked our Society to produce an article designed to be an introduction to
Swiss stamps and postal history – A tall order indeed!
If we are to tackle this project at all, my proposal is that individual members who are interested could write
around 500 words on one of the many aspects of Swiss stamp collecting – for example; Pro Juventute;
definitive stamps after 1910; the early issues; airmail; etc. The list is very long.
In the first instance, my call is to you as a potential contributor. You can choose your subject, and offer your
help to me in the first instance, simply identifying your subject. Each of you will have knowledge about
some aspect of your collection. I can bring it all together as a complete article
Don’t be shy; give it a try.

Neville Nelder- Secretary; nevillenelder@gmail.com

GEORGE STRUBLE'S RETIREMENT
EDITOR
George has been the Editor of 'Tell', the journal of our friends across the “Pond”, the American Helvetia Philatelic
Society, for an amazing 20 years. In October this year he completed his last edition as editor and has now moved
on to new challenges. During that time, like clockwork, he has produced a very professional and informative
journal every two months. Many of the articles have been of the highest order, bringing new insights into the
world of Swiss philately. The news of his fellow members' activities and achievements has given inspiration to and
goals for other philatelic societies to emulate. The task of editor has now passed to a Past President of the AHPS,
Roger Heath. We wish him well in his “new career”!
Meanwhile George will continue as Associate Editor and help with translating into English suitable articles for
publication in 'Tell'. He intends to devote a little more time to relaxation and persuing some of his many other
interests. He is a great traveller and we were delighted to see him and his wife in Switzerland for our Society
Anniversary celebrations when he gave a spectacular display of early aerophilatelic material. We all hope he will
enjoy his “semi-retirement” and, as a fellow editor, I thank him personally for all the kindness and support he has
given me and how much he has done for our wonderful hobby.
n.b. 'Tell' is a major source of information for Swiss collectors. It has long been served by a knowledgeable group
of American specialist writers which in recent years have been increasingly augmented by translations by George
and his colleagues of key articles which have appeared in Swiss, German and other journals. The latest edition of
'Tell' included two significant articles: 'The Fischer Post' by Daniel Wenger (first published in 'Rhône Philatélie',
September 2019) and 'The Postal Cancels and Markings of Switzerland – K-Cancels – the third part of an article
which the author Richard T. Hall describes as “an update of Felix Ganz's monumental series”. (Part 1 Machine
Cancels and Part 2 An Overview appeared in the March/April and July/August editions respectively.)
AIRMAIL – NUMBER 157?
Our former President, Claude Mistely, discovered a remakable error on a Swiss Airmail
stamp in the 1980s. The number 157 on the plane featured on the 1944 20c red (Z.38)
belonged to a Fokker single-engined plane and not to the three-engined one shown.
Swissair confirmed this to be the case. Michael Rutherfoord, in his regular column in our
Newsletter, suggested that the correct number was 190.

Werner Gattiker

For most aspects of Swiss Philately and Postal History
•
•
•

Free Standard Price List 1850 – 2012 with both Zumstein/SBK and Stanley Gibbons numbers.
"Werner's Treasure Trove" sent most months to my customers, full of offers of stamps, covers,
cards, blocks, collections & lots, literature, etc.
Liechtenstein also available.

W. Gattiker, 7, Friars Oak Road, Hassocks, West Sussex, BN6 8PT – 01273 845501 -

werner@swisstamps.co.uk
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